
TIBCO Workshop - Actions/Items

No Title Assigned to Date Due

1

MPs requested High Availability spec to provide more detail on technical spec. ESBN/NIE indicated

they will provide at some point after the decision on Options has been made. ESBN/NIE See Note 1

2

A question was raised around how the Regulatory Authorities will provide approval once Supplier

Options are submitted. How will this impact on proposed project timelines? ESBN/NIE See Note 2

3

MPs highlighted disatisfaction with terms and other elements in the EULA as well as otpion around

potential inclusion of penalties etc into license. MPs to send all concerns relating to the EULA terms

to ReMCoDS who will pass to NIE and ESBN. MPs

4

MPs requested slides presented at todays workshop to be updated with note around options being

scalable to NI Smart Metering if a similar solution were to be followed in NI as in ROI ESBN/NIE 02/10/2014

5

ESBN/NIE highlighted that they want to have regular engagement with the group around the

project. Details around follow on sessions will be agreed at appopriate points in the programme -

project manager via ReMCoDS to advise. MPs indicated that the venue was suitable to both

jurisdictions. ESBN/NIE See Note 3

6

Assumption: A query was raised on I-SEM in relation to MPs needing assurance that no further

signfiicant changes will be required as a result of this or other programmes on the horizon.

NIE/ESBN responded that the solution/s was evaluated based on known programmes at the time.

The Smart Programme has been accomodated in evaluation but all other potential or future

changes in the market will need to be assessed independantly as they arise. 

Notes

1 This will be provided as an output from 7 week Detailed/Micro Design phase when project starts.

2

At this point, further disuccsions are required with CER/NIAUR to determine this. These disuccsions will be 

held over the coming weeks with a view to achieving proposed project start date. MPs will be kept informed on 

progress.

3

It is intended that a further technical briefing/consultation will be held with MPs before completion of detailed 

design phase.


